Recent studies have claimed a disconnect between the disciplines of information science and information systems even though, prima facie, there seems to be considerable overlap or potential overlap in their respective subject matter. The present study will target representative journals in the areas of information science and information systems and examine in more detail the overlap or lack of overlap between the two fields as reflected in the co-word analysis of the titles and abstracts of these journal articles. That the subject matters of the two fields can be combined in a discipline will be shown by a similar analysis of a third field, medical informatics, a new discipline in it its own right and a seeming subject matter hybrid of information science and information systems.
Introduction
In a recent article in JASIS, Ellis et al. (1999) present the results of their investigation on the relations between the fields of Information Science (ISci) and Information Systems (IS) using citation analysis. They claim that while the two fields seem to exhibit considerable overlap or potential overlap, they found very little evidence of links or overlap in the literature. They explain that the absence of such indicators stems from a desire on the part of the respective members of these disciplines to focus attention on and realize their own disciplinary interests.
According to Ellis et al. the desire to maintain separateness is an attempt to gain and use power to advance individuals and groups within institutions and beyond.
The present study will not challenge the viability of the co-citation approach nor the idea that research is politics by other means. However, it will examine the assumptions made in the Ellis study manifested in its characterization of ISci and IS subject matters. The present study will show that these assumptions and the characterizations that followed from them do not provide the necessary insight into the subject matter needed for identification and mapping of links and common interests among disciplines. In addition, the present study will challenge the idea that gaining political power is always a matter of dividing and conquering. It will provide another view of political power -that of creating something new out of heterogeneous elements -using techniques of co-word analysis and the interpretive the theoretical backdrop of actor networks (Callon et al. 1986 ). Through a co-word analysis of representative periodical literature, a potential hybrid of ISci and IS -Medical Informatics (MI) -will be exhibited. If such a hybrid exists, then the linking of the subject matters of ISci and IS into a common set of interests is a reality. In any case, the aim of the study is to reach a better understanding of the possibility of joint or cooperative work in ISci and IS and also to reach a better understanding of how to characterize the subject matter of hybrid disciplines. Information Scientists, 1996) . These criteria for ISci strongly suggest common interests with IS. However, Ellis et al. point out that ISci covers such a wide variety of subjects that not all could be close to the interests of IS researchers and practitioners. For this reason the Ellis study narrowed the focus of their investigation to subdisciplines of ISci where they claim the highest overlap of subject matter can be expected. Without much analysis and relying on scant references and cursory review, the areas of Information Retrieval (IR) and User Studies (US) are selected. The Ellis study then cites Hjorland (1997) as underlining the centrality of IR and US to ISci and claims that even a cursory review of the American Society for Information Science Annual Review of Information in recent years would bear this out. This may be accurate at the level of granularity in which the claim is made, but is such a cursory review and analysis adequate for characterizing whether and how the subject matter of the IR and US disciplines converge or might converge? Even more important, how applicable is the claim that concern with users and systems in IR and US is recognizably similar to that of IS? Again at a fairly coarse level of granularity and precision, it might be, but this coarse level of analysis is not conducive to making productive connections between disciplines.
The Ellis study makes similar claims about common interests of IS with IR and US proposed by some in IS. In this regard they refer to the United Kingdom Academy for Information Systems (UKAIS). The latter group has provided an outline of IS' s domain of study and an outline of its eight theoretical underpinnings. There is as follows. Checkland and Holwel (1998) , who reiterate some of these themes.
Nowadays we take the core concern to the field to be the orderly provision of data and information within an organization using IT, that information being relevant to the ever-changing activity of the organization and/or its members. (Checkland and Holwel 1998, 39) The Ellis study claims that these definitions and delimitations have a great deal in common with those put forward by IIS, which they do. However, as shall be seen, the co-word analysis performed in the study described below does not show this kind of overlap without some major qualifications. In addition the above definitions and delimitations omit important elements of the IS knowledge network that co-word analysis of the IS journal titles and abstracts find. In general, the multiplicity of points of view represented in the numerous articles from ISci, IS and MI journals analyzed by the co-word approach, counters, somewhat, biases that can be attributed to any single individual or group. Though the interpretation of the maps is subject to bias, the words and phrases in the maps come from the authors themselves. Thousands of multiple journal articles represent a broader cross section of the field than can even a fairly diversified body of individuals attempting to define and delimit a discipline. Ellis et al. (1999) conclude their paper by initially reiterating their thesis that ISci and IS are conjunct subjects, in terms of their focus of interests, but remain disjunct disciplines in terms of their disciplinary recognitions. Part of their explanation for this is that while there is a seeming similarity in methods providing an overlap of interest, it is a superficial similarity. They claim, in contradistinction to their previous claims and references, that IR research focuses almost exclusively on the information content of the system and deals predominantly with textual information. On the other hand, they claim that IS research focuses more on the formal modeling of relationships in data and on the organizational context of the system. Similarly, they maintain that US are predominantly occupied with the use of information services such as libraries or reference databases, or with the use of channels of communication such as journals, books and conferences, whereas IS research focuses on the individual' s function or role, and on the demands that may be made of formal, data-based IS. In other words their view is that ISci research tends to be concerned with the information content of systems and with the development of more effective information services, while IS research is more concerned with formal organizational relationships to data and the development of more efficient computer-based systems.
In a curious way, the Ellis study' s explanation of how ISci and IS can be conjunct subjects but disjunct disciplines undercuts their claim that they are conjunct subjects. Their flip-flop actually supports the co-word analysis approach to disciplines as knowledge networks by demonstrating that the multiple crisscrossing links of a network can seem to support contradictory points of view depending on which parts of a network are emphasized. While the co-word analysis also uncovers some of the differences between ISci and IS that Ellis et al. acknowledge at the end of their study, co-word analysis also shows how these disparities can be combined in the hybrid network of MI. While the study reported below stops short of actually confirming the hybrid character of MI -such a confirmation would also have to appeal to extensive citation and co-citation analyses -it does provide the beginnings of a blueprint of what elements and links would have to be co-cited.
Selecting Journal Articles for Co-Word Analysis
That journal articles were selected as the sole kind of document to be considered for co-word analysis was done, to a certain extent, for practical reasons. Journal articles were the one kind of document where the probability was quite high that all authors, titles and abstracts for every article could be fairly easily and quickly retrieved online. This was not true, for example of Proceedings from Conferences and Annual Reviews. That this course was followed is not to say that the study would not have been more complete if these and other kinds of documents were included. However, the aim of this paper, given time and resource constraints is not to do an exhaustive analysis but only to show the usefulness of the co-word analysis approach in studying the relationships among disciplines and their linkability for enabling new and interesting research and development. Even so, the highly cited journals in a field are one of the better sources of information in determining the subject matter of a disciplinary field. 
Co-Word Analysis
There is a fairly extensive literature on co-word analysis (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986; Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991; Courtial, 1994; Courtial & Law, 1989; Law & Whittaker, 1992; Turner et al., 1988; Whittaker, 1989) . Co-word analysis reveals patterns and trends in technical discourse by measuring the association strengths of terms representative of relevant publications and sometimes other texts produced in a technical field. A main tenet of co-word analysis is that the identified patterns of representative term associations are maps of the conceptual structure or knowledge network of a technical field and that a series of such maps produces a fairly detailed representation of the subject matter of a discipline.
Co-word analysis is related to co-citation analysis (Small, 1973; Small & Griffith, 1974) . Co-citation analysis provides a method of mapping the structure of a research field through pairs of documents that are jointly cited. Co-word analysis deals directly with sets of terms shared by documents instead of with shared citations. Therefore, it maps the pertinent literature directly from the interactions of key terms instead of from the interactions of citations. While this paper will concentrate on co-word analysis, it would be interesting to investigate how cocitation analysis combined with co-word analysis can be used to represent the actor or knowledge networks that determine a discipline.
Details of the Metric Used in Co-Word Analysis
Co-word analysis enables the structuring of data at various levels of analysis: (1) as networks of links and nodes (nodes hold terms); links connect nodes, thereby forming networks); (2) as distributions of interacting networks; and (3) Co-word analysis reduces a large space of related terms (words and phrases) to multiple related smaller spaces that are easier to comprehend but are also indicative of actual partitions of interrelated concepts in the literature under consideration. This analysis requires an association measure and an algorithm for searching through a term space. The analysis is designed to identify areas of strong focus that interrelate. This scheme allows us to construct a mosaic of ISci, IS and MI topics.
Metrics for co-word analysis have been studied extensively (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986; Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991; Courtial & Law, 1989; Law & Whittaker, 1992; Whittaker, 1989) . Two terms, i and j, co-occur if they are used together in the classification of a single document. Take a corpus consisting of N documents. Each document is indexed by a set of unique terms that can occur in multiple documents. Let c k be the number of occurrences of term k ; i.e., the number of times k is used for indexing documents in the corpus. Let c ij be the number of co-occurrences of terms i and j and (the number of documents indexed by both terms).
Different measures of association have been proposed. The inclusion index I ij provides a association hierarchy metric (essentially a conditional probability) through the function:
I ij is not symmetrical (or bi-directional) and tends to highlight mainly the central poles in a domain and depict their relations with terms that occur less frequently (Callon, Law, & Rip, 1986) . This metric does not do a very good job of identifying inclusion hierarchies at least in anything that coheres with common semantic relations like part-whole and subcategorization. Given that it failed in this regard, there was no other good reason to use it.
The basic metric used for this study is Strength S ij . The Strength of association between terms i and j and is given by the expression:
This metric provides an intuitive measure of the strength of association between terms indicating only that there is some semantic relationship or other. The metric is easier to understand and utilize in the production and interpretation of term association maps than is the so-called inclusion metric. It allows associations of both major and minor terms and is symmetrical in their relationships (Callon, Courtial, & Laville, 1991) . S can be used as the basis for several complementary measures of interactions of terms and term networks in a unified manner.
Two terms that appear many times in isolation but only a few times together will yield a lower S value than two terms that appear relatively less often alone but have a higher ratio of co-occurrences. Terms with relatively high S values form the networks' links. A term network consists of nodes (terms) connected by links. Each node must be linked to at least one other node in a network.
The co-word algorithm uses two passes through the data to produce pair-wise connections of terms in leximaps 5 which partially represent a term network (see A maximum number of Pass-1 networks can be specified in cases where an excessive number of networks will be generated otherwise; this restriction was not necessary here.
Link and node limitations mostly determine how networks will be generated in concert with the corresponding co-occurrence minimum. If the co-occurrence minimum is too high, few links may be formed; if it is too low, an excessive number of links may result. In the former case, subspecialties in a field may not emerge; in the latter case, more representative and well connected themes and problem spaces will be harder to detect amidst the noise of less representative and less well connected ones. We experimented with many different sets of parameters during our research to identify values that yield a detailed, yet coherent, set of term networks. In any case, the choices made depend on the level of granularity one is interested in achieving and the time one has to sort out the information generated when the constraints are relaxed.
The Software Tools Used
Co-word analysis is an active research area at Carnegie Mellon University' s Software Engineering Institute (SEI) 6 . A suite of software tools developed at SEI called CAIR (Content Analysis and Information Retrieval) performs all of the calculations described here. CAIR operates on documents represented by index terms that it derives from free-text documents, using a phrase clustering technique on automatically extracted stemmed noun phrases and verb phrases.
Recently CAIR was employed to analyze a free-text database of best engineering practices to extract which best practices might be applicable in software engineering . CAIR has been used extensively at SEI to analyze various collections of free text to assist in understanding and categorization of software engineering management practices (Monarch, 1994; Monarch & Gluch, 1995; . Several new projects are beginning in the Spring of 2000 that include mining huge text bases with information on software failures, risks, computer security intrusions and lessons learned CAIR works with the probabilistic information retrieval system INQUERY 7 to allow users to query a database for specific documents whose key term associations are revealed through lexical maps. A graphical user interface (gui) connects term association maps to a document database and enables the formation of searches by selecting linked nodes or clustered document icons. The gui can be used to depict the semantic distance of documents with respect to one another and to the nodes on the leximap or term association map. It enables a selected map to be ranked against other maps for similarity and dissimilarity. It can be used to create a reduced document set derived from an ongoing search from which a new set of term association maps can be derived. It also provides other convenient features such as automating layout of networks and modifying them for enhanced presentation.
Interpreting Maps and Structures of Leximaps
Leximaps can be interpreted and primary focus points can be identified as intersections of important themes. This is not a precise activity. In some cases, leximaps have a single, highly connected pair of terms; in others, there are five or more terms exhibiting high connectivity, though only two or three stand out as primary. In the former cases, the theme can be a word or a short phrase. In the latter cases, several words and phrases are needed. In most cases, the main themes of leximaps can be can be identified using words and phrases contained in the map. Generally, these are term(s) from node(s) with the most links. In determining themes of maps, especially primary themes, most consideration is given to Pass-1 nodes.
For example in Figure 1 , information retrieval system 8 is the primary focal point or theme. User, query, document, database, search, result and model are themselves well-connected, and all are linked to the primary theme so are also identified as part of the theme. However, in Figure 2 Table 1 . Networks are listed in the order generated by co-word analysis algorithms for each set. The Table will be utilized in subsequent discussions. Information systems has four such maps with its map 1 but also maps 3 and 2 charting the course of the other maps. Maps 5 and 6 in this set are highest in coherence, but also lowest in coupling.
Finally Medical Informatics has five of these maps with maps 1 and 2 separating themselves from the rest in both cohesion and coupling, which is quite unique.
In addition to describing how leximaps compare within a set, we can be more specific in describing how they interact with other specific maps; this addresses coupling in a more focused fashion, but does not substitute for the general To a certain extent these three maps bear out the story that concluded the Ellis study. ISci is primarily concerned with the information content of systems and retrieval, and IS is concerned with the organizational context of systems and computer based decision support and executive information systems. However, in contradistinction to the Ellis study, MI LM 1 shows how these so-called disjoint elements can be combined in one subject matter. MI LM 1 shows an awareness of information content in its knowledge representation sub-theme and an awareness of organizational context in its health care, hospital and patient subthemes. There is also indication of both an interest in health information technology and also access to library services.
In concluding this paper, interpretation of the cross-over themes of libraries, decision support technologies, knowledge and expert systems is carried several steps further.
Combining Themes of Information Science and Information Systems in Medical Informatics
The co-word analysis performed for this study does provide prima facie evidence that MI is indeed a hybrid of ISci and IS. More work will have to be done to establish that it actually is a hybrid, including co-citation analysis. But the cocitation analysis should be guided by co-word analysis or some kind of rigorous content analysis. Identifying and characterizing links among disciplines that underlie productive interdisciplinary or cross-disciplinary work or that determine a discipline to be in significant part the result of combining important building blocks from multiple disciplines requires that the subject matter of each of the disciplines is characterized at the necessary levels of granularity and scope. The section above took a first step in applying the kind of method and teasing out the kind of content at the level of detail and scope needed to establish MI as a hybrid of ISci and IS. The paper concludes with a discussion of three other terminological structures important in determining the kinds of subject matter whose connectivity would have to be established. Figure 8 . There is the relationships to the university and science (though in this case specifically to health science). There is also a concern with library access over the internet.
Significantly there are no IS leximaps created based on this data. A typical view found in the few abstracts concerning libraries in the IS literature put forth the claim that the library is an inappropriate model for business. It would seem that this is a place for some cross-over work to be done. Nevertheless, there is good reason to believe, even based on the sample analyses presented in the paper, that IM' s interests and subject matter are a hybrid of ISci and IS. However, to show that IM is an actual hybrid would require not only more extensive co-word analysis, but also extensive co-citation analysis as well. It might also require making the co-occurrence constraint for the co-word analysis more lenient allowing in for analysis more terminological levels of detail.
It would also be interesting to see how each of the fields developed by performing co-word analysis on the literature for each field in different time periods.
This paper has attempted to provide a more viable approach to studying the subject matter of the respective fields so that their actual and potential links and common interests can be surfaced and new kinds of significant inquiries can be constructed. 2 See the study by Nisonger (1999) on JASIS' ranking with respect to other library and information science journals.
3 One MI journal was excluded because of its small number of entries due to its recent beginning. 4 An added reason for including Information Systems in the next round of analyses is that it was ranked as more representative of IS in the Ellis study than some of the other journals that were more similar to MISQ.
5 These were originally called Leximappes (Turner, Charton & Laville, 1988 
